The fi rst, primarily Italian call for proposals in 1993, via a competition (the normal procedure for projects of this sort), ended in chaos and failure. There were too many participants (over 200) and designs (534), too many of which were from young, inexperienced architects, and after mature refl ection it was realized that the criteria had not been clearly stated and the invitation programme of requirements had been too complex.
After this, in 1995 six top international architects were invited to each submit a design. The winner would be selected from these. They were big names from trend-setting architectural fi rms: Tadao Ando, Günter Behnisch, Santiago Calatrava, Peter Eisenman, Frank Gehry, and Richard Meier. In compiling this list, an explicit connection was sought with the state of the art of modern architecture. The Roman Catholic Church was to play a guiding role in the long-running discussions in Italy about church architecture for the future. (The Italian bishops had been particularly active on this point since the 1970s.) In contrast to the previous failed call for submissions, this time the invitation programme of requirements was extremely short and clear, less than one page of typing paper (cf. La Chiesa del 2000 1997 , 71 [English] ). The Jubilee Year was cited as the impetus; a welcoming church was to be constructed to mark this event-a welcome directed to Rome as a pilgrimage destination, and to the neighbourhood, which would be upgraded through the presence of this church, which would further be a part of the 'new evangelisation'. To cite from the programme: 'What is being asked of the architect, then, is to design a space that says "place of welcome, place of convocation, a churchly place". This is the only signifi cance requested, in the conviction that the architect can express it in his making architecture.' In closing, there was a request for beauty, contemporary beauty: '[I]t is asked of the architect, but in an undertone in the awareness that daring words are being pronounced, that in his making architecture he makes the effort to express the up-to-dateness of the beautiful, to use an expression dear to H. Gadamer.'
When the result was announced in March 1996, it was the design by the Jewish-American architect Richard Meier that won the competition. The designs were presented in an exhibition, at press conferences, and in many publications.
When the winner was announced, a fi erce debate about the winning design burst out, not only in Italy, but internationally (from a fi le of more than eighty (internet) publications, I mention only: Simongini
